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Kinder mit Lach-Garantie.Hörprobe: Die Känguru-ChronikenAutor: Marc-Uwe Kling Posted Thursday, July 9, 2020 9:25 p.m. first edition copy of Hunter S. Thompson's Hell's Angels. with Hugh Gilmore I've been reading a few books lately about how people act when they're part of the crowd. Two of them I've described
on these pages recently: Popular Nightmares and Madness crowds, with Charles Mackay (1841) and Journal of Plague, by Daniel Defoe (1722). Both books were written by omniscient authors standing at a distant time and place from the masses they describe. On today's topic, however, we veer – careen? - to a book
written by an embedded author who studied pretty horrible people, Hells Angels, close enough to smell them, travel with them, parade with them and get beat up with them. Yes, Gonzo's journalistic father, Hunter S. Thompson. Thompson's Hell's Angels: Strange and Terrible Saga of the Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs first
appeared in 1968. Outlaw motorcycle gangs weren't familiar with the social memes then that they are now. Thompson first wrote about them in an article published in The Nation in 1965 entitled Motorcycle Gangs: Losers and Outsiders. Several book offerings came from publishers after one of them funding Thompson's
quest to see what the Angels were like from punching distance. The first third of the book's version of Hell's Angels is a build-up study based on newspaper clippings and court transcripts. It's a chore to read them all when you're waiting for action (acerbic intelligence meets Neanderthals – on wheels), but the background
details do illustrate the creation of the hysteria that accompanied the Angels every public move back to their myth-making days. When Thompson doesn't insinuate himself, however, and rides along with the gang, the book becomes compelling, morbidly horrible, and disgusting. How it's moving, however, not breaking
bottles and heads and laws, but the same fervent observations and honesty that Thompson made to all his writing. That, and his sarcastic humor. For some time the Angels became regular guests at the Hollywood party among the cool crowd who considered themselves rebels at heart. After some time, however, patina
wore off – too much broken furniture, indirect (or actual) physical violence and, too, to put it clearly: bad odors. This time, they also became regulars at writer Ken Kesey's Merry Prankster party to use euphemisms. There is never a moment, however, when Thompson believes he holds firm with a romantic, heroic loner
representing the American ideal. He writes at the end: To see Hell's Angels as the caretaker old individualist tradition that made this country great is just a painless way to get around to seeing them for what they really are, not some romantic remnants, but the first wave of the future that nothing in our history has
prepared us to deal with. Angels are prototypes. Their lack of education has not only made them completely useless in a very technical economy, but it has also given them free time to develop strong resentment. And so, he says, they got into town, as so many fringe groups do, filled with a sense of being screwed by life
from the time they were born and determined to get complete revenge as a random comeback, taking that outraged public decency. Not that the same state, or even the state itself, escapes Thompson's contempt: But in a society with no central motivation, so far adrift and puzzled by itself that its president feels called to
appoint a committee for national purposes, the sense of alienation could be very popular, especially in the so-called American Way, which begins to seem like a dike made of cheap cement, with far more leaks than the law has fingers plug. Eventually he sums up his time with the outcast gang this way: Their sloppy
histrionics and insane conversations may be interesting for a few hours, but after the initial strangeness, their daily scene is tedious and depressing as a costume ball for demented children. There is something pathetic about a bunch of men gathering every night in the same bar, taking themselves very seriously in their
ratty uniforms, with nothing to look forward to, but a chance to fight or [a short time with] some drunken sharia.   His Final Summation: The trip was a bummer. But the book is not. Reading it half a century later, long after the original fascination with the topic has passed, it is still a classic American nonfiction. And
Thompson himself is one of those rare American originals – a self-invented, incredibly opposed genius. Hugh Gilmore is a former book . editor providence eagle. He lives on Chestnut Hill. Gentlemen, start the engines. Absolutely stunning debut for any writer. Thompson writes with knife-like precision and an eye for
details that nails him as a born journalist, but the ingenuity and original style that makes him league his own. Sometimes he writes as a scientist, or like David Attenborough, describing a new rare species of gorillas that he suddenly comes after in the jungle like such ranks... Absolutely stunning debut for any writer.
Thompson writes with knife-like precision and an eye for details that nails him as a born journalist, but the ingenuity and original style that makes him league his own. Sometimes he writes as a scientist, or like David Attenborough, describing a new rare species of gorillas that he suddenly comes after in the jungle like
such ranks... (p. 8) They were the original 1%-ers before it took on a wider swathe of the population in modern terms essentially meaning an underdog. Their precarious relationship with the AMA (American Motorcycle Association) is also interesting to read about. Another of Hunter's many strengths is his ability to stand
inside the different sides of the shoe involved in the story. Often regarded as a nuisance to the normal regular run-of-the-mill drivers on the American highway, Hunter paints a description of the Angels with his own eyes, southbound lanes were crowded with taxpayers heading out for Labor Day weekend that suddenly
seemed tinged with horror as the Angel Group swept past... this animal crowd on big wheels, goes somewhere in the country, all the noise and hair and bust-out raping instincts... The temptation for many a motorist was to swing hard to the left, without warning, and crush these arrogant scorpions. (p. 11) HST deftly feet
outlaw motorcycle gang is quickly rising to universal notoriety, but with his gonzo-journalism method in which he joins in action as a somewhat neutral passer-by offering firsthand reviews of what went down, he is able to lift the deadly fictions out of the press from our eyes, chase away the fog, and show us the true
angels, the bare bones and all: Strange as it seems, because it gange of costumed hoodlums converging with Monterey that morning they were on the verge of making it big, as showbiz people say, and they owe most of their success to the curious rape mania that rides on the shoulder of American journalism, like some
jeering, masturbating raven. (p. 13). As you can see Hunter's very gentle tongue-in-cheek way of poking fun at the excesses and exaggerations of the press, but he does it with a real panache. At other times , he 's directly and in those times, he made sure not to mince his words: If hells angels saga turned out to be one
thing, it was the awesome power of the New York press office. (p. 34). So why was everyone so interested in hells angels to begin with? Aren't they just a bunch of undereducated drunk and disorderly hoods riding around on motorcycles? Well, again Thompson skillfully analyzes our thirst and interest in it in primitive
ways with the precision of an expert dart thrower: the concept of a motorcycle outcast was uniquely American as jazz. Nothing like they never existed. In some ways they proved to be a kind of half-breed of anachronism, a human hangover from the era of the Wild West. It's also just to make it simple, great original writing
that deals with reader effort. Thompson's prose boundaries of poetry at times, his description of the boys he's riding with to see the Lone Angel screaming through traffic — defying all the rules, limitations and patterns — is to understand motorcycles as a tool of anarchy, a tool of disobedience and even a weapon. (p. 85)
Although Hunter got pretty close to these outlaws, he's able to distance himself away from them at arm's length to avoid being too subjective in his analysis or too romantic about these guys being heroes: There's something pathetic about a bunch of men gathering every night in the same bar, taking themselves very
seriously in their ratty uniforms, with nothing to look forward to, but a chance to fight round or from some drunken sharia. (p. 85) In other parts of the book he offers us such a clear, level-headed and impassive overview of his lifestyle that if someone reads this thinking who wants to become an Angel, they'll probably think
twice after seeing Hunter's assessment of them: When the party swings right, with lots of beers and broads, being an Angel is a pretty good way to go. But some of those lonely afternoons when you're battling toothache and trying to scrape off a few dollars to pay a traffic fine and the landlord has changed the lock on
your door until you pay back the rent... then it's not fun to have an Angel. (p. 247) What sets the Angels apart from other motorcycle riders then? Later, after riding a few months, I realized that the difference between Hell's Angel on a hog and a white-collar bike buff on a race-tuned triumph is not the whole engine. Angels
push their luck to the limit. They take drastic risks without thought at all. As individuals they are busted, excluded and defeated in so many ways that they are not about to be polite or attentive in one area where they have an edge. (p. 89) Once again, Hunter nails it right on the head. Not only do I like Hunter's very
idiosyncratic and often humorous descriptions of Angels, but I also loved reading his incisive comment in which he tries to look at the broader picture and context in which he tries to situate Angels, background, and their raison d'etre (the reason is): It may be that America is developing a whole new category of essentially
social criminals... persons who threaten the police and traditional social structures, even if they violate no legislation ... because they believe the law with contempt and police with mistrust, and this respect for resentment can explode without warning at the slightest provocation. (p. 103) Their constant drug use is more
familiar thanks to the press and Hunter's comments about it here too: Angels engaged freely on the black market, and if any tablet really worked as a substitute for food they could use it in large quantities because it would greatly simplify their lives. (p. 165) Despite their outlaws, Hunter talks about some unwritten codes
that angels all accept and are aware of: Girls cook for them, waitresses give them credit at greasy diners, and always married men whose wives rarely balk at feeding five or six of the brothers at any hour of the day or night. According to the code, there is no such thing as one Angel to impose on another. A hungry outcast
will always feed one of the others who has food... (p. 165) Hunter's humor is another powerful point in his writing and his descriptions of cops, government officials and politicians gave me a good laugh as I read this: We talked on the phone for about an hour one Thursday morning. I was so fascinated that I couldn't hang
up. The mayor spoke in a very exotic way. It was clear that he was a man who went through the rhythms of some drums I would never hear. (p. 215) There are various other questions that the reader has in his/her mind about Angels and Thompson seems to be able to tap into these questions, very intuitively, and answer
each in a very satisfying way for the reader. One of these questions is why are they often so violent? or where do they get the image so violent? (which are actually two very different issues) Thompson: There is not much spiritual distance between the feeling that it is screwed and the ethics of total vengeance, or at least
the kind of random revenge that comes with the outraged public decency. (p. 248) So how do nesemiologists, like Hunter, make up their existence in the first place? Far from being freaks, Hell's Angels is a logical product of culture that now claims to be shocked by their existence. The generation represented by Editors
Time has lived so long in a world full of celluloid outlaws hustling toothpaste and hair oil that it can no longer face the real thing. (p. 251) If you want to read a writer who, metaphorically, takes no prisoners, then read Hunter S. Thompson. is about as good as it gets. And as one Amazon reviewer put it – Thompson's best
book is Not Fear and Barking in Los Vegas (although I liked that book very much too), but that's it – Hell's Angels. His masterpiece. ... More... More
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